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Abstract.
Real-time recommendation of Twitter users based on the content of their profiles is a very challenging task. Traditional IR methods such as TF-IDF fail to handle efficiently large datasets. In this paper we present a scalable approach that allows real time recommendation of users based on their tweets. Our model builds a graph of terms, driven by the fact that users sharing similar interests will share similar terms. We show how this model can be encoded as a compact binary footprint, that allows very fast comparison and ranking, taking full advantage of modern CPU architectures. We validate our approach through an empirical evaluation against the Apache Lucene’s implementation of TF-IDF. We show that our approach is in average two hundred times faster than standard optimized implementation of TF-IDF with a precision of 58 %.
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1. Introduction

Microblogging websites such as Twitter produce tremendous amounts of data each second. For instance, Twitter was known to publish an average of 140 millions tweets per day as of march 2011$^1$. In a single year, this number has increased up to 340 millions tweets$^2$. In this context, we address the problem of building a “good” user profile model, in order to exploit it in applications such as recommending users to users. We expect a “good” user profile model that maximizes the following characteristics:

- Distance-preserving: The distance between users in the user profile space should preserve the interests proximity perceived by users with their peers as much as possible.

- Explanability: Recommender systems should be able to produce human-understandable justifications of recommendations.

- Extensibility: The set of users and their interests evolve with time. However, it should be possible to update the model without complete reprocessing.

- Scalability: Algorithms to compute and compare user profiles should present a complexity as low as possible.

- Real-Time: The profile must be often updated, there its computation must be as fast as possible. These algorithms should also be easily parallelized, to take advantage of the advent of Map/Reduce [9] and related paradigms.

In this paper we present a new approach to create and compare profiles of social network users. The solution exploits user-generated contents. In this model, we generate a binary footprint – a hash – of the user profile that preserves the distance

$^1$http://blog.twitter.com/2011/03/numbers.html

$^2$http://blog.twitter.com/2012/03/twitter-turns-six.html
between users profiles in the binary space. Using a binary footprint provides both scalability and parallelization for computing and comparing user profiles. Computing Hamming distance between two hashes is a very fast operation that is computed at the processor level on commodity machines. Moreover, computing newcomers profiles does not require to recompute others’ profiles.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works on building user profiles. Section 3 describes the core of our proposition, which is a complete processing of user-generated contents resulting in building and comparing user profiles. Details on how we deal with finding representative data structures in the user profile is provided in section 3.1. In Section 4, we present architecture design and implementation details of the storage and retrieval database used to perform top-k retrieval on hashed profiles. We apply this approach on a Twitter dataset that we crawled, and compete with other content-based techniques, taken from the field of Information Retrieval. Experimental results validate the quality and the real-time property of our approach in section 6. Section 7 concludes and provides hints for further investigations.

2. On building social user profiles

Twitter analysis has been applied for folksonomies homogenisation [45], tag recommendation [37,44] or as a corpus for opinion mining and sentiment analysis [30,14]. It is often used as a datasource for recommender systems. Among these systems a distinction is done between user recommendations and user-generated content recommendations. User-generated content recommendations concern tweets or external content sources suggestions to users whereas users recommender systems suggest users to follow as an output. Both rely on a digital representation of each user’s features, which is usually called the user’s profile. The field of recommender systems blossomed with the advent of Web-scale data analysis, especially with applications in Web search and social networks. While it has grown so as to be

now considered as a new data science by itself, we tried to meekly cover how building user’s profile is performed in the myriad of existing works. User profile can also be used in personalization systems [11,7]. Exhaustive literature reviews with better coverage can be found in [1], [18], and [24]. To our knowledge, user recommender systems fall in the following schools of thought: Social Network Analysis, Collaborative Filtering, Semantic-based models, and Content-based models. They can also combine these approaches for building hybrid recommender systems. Our proposal (see Section 3) belongsto the content-based model category.

2.1. Social Graphs

A possible approach to build user profiles is to consider information from the social network of the user. The assumption is that the proximity of users in a social graph conveys the distance between users’ interests, hence the user recommendation scheme. The proximity between users mainly relies on concepts such as graph density and centrality in order to identify key users in the social graph. In these works, the problem is not taken as ranking all possible friends to a given user. Instead, it most frequently aims at finding clusters of users (sometimes referred as communities) in the social graph. Recommended users are then picked within the user’s cluster. For instance, in [8], the authors introduced a users segmentations method using the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). In [19], the authors look for hubs and authorities in the network and then identify possible overlapping and dense communities in the network.

The major issues with social networks were stressed by Social Network Analysis studies [43]. They demonstrate that content and user interactivity prevail over the social graph of the user. Moreover, note that most of the algorithms applied to social graphs are NP-hard problems, and even applying heuristics or approximations are at best in polynomial time.

2.2. Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative Filtering is a very popular research area for recommender systems. It builds recommendations based on past item-user interactions, previous ratings of items by users. It is
Collaborative filtering methods are known to provide good results given enough data. They suffer from the infamous \textit{sparse data} and \textit{cold start} problems. Computation is also at stake when the matrix is in order of magnitude of billions of lines and columns. However, given both users and items are projected in a feature space, they can provide some justifications for the recommendation they made, for instance by illustrating the recommendation with close users-items interactions in the feature space [21]. Collaborative Filtering can be improved using demographic data [41].

\subsection{Semantic-based models}

Semantic-based models exploit external databases in order to enrich user profiles, especially linked data. In [28], the authors presents Flink, a system that builds user profiles out of users web pages, emails, and even FOAF profiles. FOAF is a cornerstone for these approaches, since it is the \textit{de facto} standard for modeling user profiles in the Semantic Web. This category of user profiles usually complement Collaborative Filtering, as they address the cold start issue. Nonetheless, they does not scale well, because reasoning over logic fragments involved in the Semantic Web is, even for minimalist fragments like [29] in polynomial time, and at worst NEXPTIME [39]. Regarding the user recommendation process that follows user profile construction, [38] proposed the use of semantic technologies for better people recommendation in a system called \textit{Social Adviser}. The authors introduced linked data (DBPedia, a semantized version of Wikipedia) in the content extraction process. They have also defined specific scores to measure expertise. Even if no performance analysis is provided, [17] showed that executing SPARQL queries over the Web of data takes at least 20 seconds even with all data locally retrieved in advance, which discards \textit{de facto} such an approach for real-time purpose.

\subsection{Content-based models}

Content-based models aim at modeling users with predefined features. For instance, users can present geolocation, gender, age... while items could have features such as metadata, topics, hashtags, etc. There are many possible features and ways to combine them, thus leading to as many different models. For instance, [25] builds user profiles out of folksonomies. From the user persononomy, a bipartite graph is built and a greedy algorithm looks for clusters of tags, and most frequent tags in the cluster serve as a signature of this cluster.

A large spectrum of works tries to leverage the textual information that were produced or rated by the user. Our proposal that follows in Section 3 falls in this category. Early popular approaches rely on Vector Space Models (VSM) [35]. VSM uses frequency measures in text corpus in order to leverage semantic information. Lingras used modified Kohonen self-organizing maps to cluster web users [23], which can be lately used for recommendation purpose.

Frequencies encompass [40] :

- frequencies of terms in documents, for modeling user interests based on their choice of words.
- frequencies of terms in the context of a given term for word sense disambiguation.
- frequencies of word pairs with other word pairs, in order to model latent word pairs semantic relatedness.

Most of these techniques use bags of words to characterize users or documents [34,15]. As the bag of words approach has shown its limitations, machine learning techniques have been developed to go beyond this representation. The most popular are continuous Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [22] and Latent Dirichlet Association [5] (LDA). Both techniques have been used to represent documents [42,32] and LDA has also been used for topic modeling in social network [33]. The main drawback of these machine learning techniques is the learning part, which is prohibitively extensive for real-time processing. Wallach [42] provides mean execution time for LDA. Results show that each iteration (around 200 are required) takes between 2 and 15 seconds. Although presenting computational issue, these approaches extract knowledge automatically,
thus avoiding the hurdle to create *ad hoc* ontologies like in semantic-based approaches.

### 2.5. Hybrid methods

Several works tried to combine the aforementioned approaches. For instance, [20] combines Social graph with Collaborative Filtering. They propose Referral Web, a Web-scale system for searching social networks for users and items at both coarse and fine grain. In [10], the authors propose a combination of collaborative filtering and content-based methods for item recommendation. Another combination is Content-based mixed with Collaborative Filtering as proposed by [27] for improved recommendations. In [16], Twitter users are recommended some followers using content and Collaborative Filtering approaches. Hybrid systems are gaining momentum since they have proven to beat single approach baseline in large and popular dataset. In lessons learnt from the Netflix price in [3], the authors stress the importance of using a variety of models that complement the shortcomings of each others. This is however beyond the scope of this paper. We focus on a proposal falling into the Content-based category, and expect that improving one of these categories would improve the overall performance of hybrid recommender systems. We provide a synoptic view of the different schools of trends on building user profile in Table 1, in the light of the criteria presented in Section 1 that we want to maximise when building a user profile.

As a conclusion, the real time processing of textual data cannot be handled efficiently with the use of external data sources or with machine learning techniques. In this paper we developed a document centric approach, with the use of statistics and graph techniques. Given shortcoming stressed in this section and gathered in Table 1, the aim is to keep the advantages of Content-based approaches but provide them extensibility and scalability using heuristics and hash functions. This approach is described in the next section.

### 3. HashGraph - Binary user profiles

Our approach called HashGraph is inspired by the paper of Matsuo & Ishizuka [26] on keyword extraction. In this article the authors present a method to extract keywords from a single document using statistical information. In a first step their algorithm computes the co-occurrence matrix of the terms in each sentence of the document. Then they apply the following procedure ‘Co-occurrences of a term and frequent terms are counted. If a term appears selectively with a particular subset of frequent terms, the term is likely to have an important meaning. The degree of bias of the co-occurrence distribution is given by the $\chi^2$-measure.’ The $\chi^2$-measure is later used in their algorithm to extract relevant keywords or keyphrases, the other words of interest being discarded.

We adapt the approach of Matsuo & Ishizuka for user profile extraction on Twitter. A document is the set of users’ tweets. In our approach we aim at keeping all relevant words in the users’ profiles, with corresponding weights. We adapt the approach by skipping the $\chi^2$ value computation which is highly computationally expensive. And we replace this method by a clustering by a strong component detection from the graph of terms.
This computation can be done efficiently in linear-time.

The main steps for Twitter user recommendation based on content, using our HashGraph approach, are the following:

1. Grab text from user tweets so as to build a document representing the user
2. Preprocess the document
3. Build the graph of terms
4. Compute the hash of the profile
5. Identify the \( k \) nearest neighbors and recommend them to the end user

Figure 1 (inspired by [46] to compare key-word extraction processes) summarizes this process. The whole process must be computable in real-time, so as to react "instantaneously" to the evolution of users tweets topics.

Some of these steps do not deserve much attention. In the following we focus on two main actions. The first action is to transform a document containing a sequence of short text messages into a graph of terms. We present the method for this transformation in section 3.1. Since we focus on a real time algorithm, we discuss the complexity of the algorithms used. The second action concerns hashing user profiles and computing a distance between hashed profiles. It is the object of section 3.2.

We define an undirected weighted graph of terms \( G = (V, E) \) where \( V \) is the set of vertices (i.e. the terms) and \( E \) is the set of edges. \( E \) is an application from \( V \) to \( V \). To each \( e \in E \), a weight \( w \) is associated : \( w \in \mathbb{R} \), where \( w \) is the proximity between the two terms.

### 3.1. User profile as graphs of terms

We process the tweets using standard text analysis steps. Instead of sentences split, our algorithm considers a tweet as a sentence, i.e. all the words in a tweet are co-occurring, even if they belong to two different sentences in the same tweet. The idea being to consider a tweet as a unity in terms of performative speech act. The terms are then stemmed using a standard Porter-stemming algorithm. From the set of terms, we restrict the set of candidate terms for building the graphs to the lemmatized tokens and extracted n-grams minus the stopwords. Part of speech tagging is used to extract only nouns, verbs and adjectives from the tweets. Afterwards we build the co-occurrence matrix of the terms based on a tweet split. Table 2 presents an example of a co-occurrence matrix.

Once the co-occurrence matrix is built, we transform it into a graph representation. Several approaches are possible. The naive approach would consider the co-occurrence matrix as an adjacency matrix of the graph. We have decided to consider rows of the matrix as an occurrence probability distribution and to compare distributions of terms using statistical divergence measure.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we normalize the values of each row in the matrix so that the sum is equal to one and assuming that terms are independently occurring, we can consider the rows of the co-occurrence matrix to be a distribution probability. This means that for row of term \( a \), each cell represents the probability that term \( a \) co-occurs with another one. Table 3 presents the normalized values for the first row.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>frequency</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>probability</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance probability of co-occurrence of \( a \) and \( e \) is 0.3. To determine whether two terms belong to a same topic, it is possible to evaluate the distance of their co-occurrence probability distribution. Several statistical measures provide either divergence or metrics, we used the square root of the Jensen-Shannon divergence.

Very different terms have a low Jensen-Shannon divergence. They are not of interest in our approach, thus we set a threshold to select the interesting value. A commonly adopted threshold is \( 0.95 \times \log(2) \) [26]. We ran several tests on our
dataset and agreed with this value. We then build the graph of the terms using the selected values. The results for the co-occurrence matrix of our example are depicted in figure 2.

Fig. 2. Graph of terms example using table 2 co-occurrence matrix

Computing the divergence between two discrete probability distributions of \( N \) events requires \( N \times (N-1) \) / 2 operations for comparison between rows times \( N - 1 \) comparisons between each \( p_i \) and \( q_i \). This complexity seems prohibitive but in fact co-occurrence matrices are very sparse; consequently the number of operations is drastically reduced.

Analysis from the dataset are presented in Table 4. In the average only 7.5\% of the values are defined in the matrix. This seems logical since not few terms co-occur with other terms. We observe that users with few tweets (\( \leq 25 \)) have more dense matrix than users that have much more tweeted. This means that when the matrices are dense, their size is very small, thus the total computation time remains low. We also noticed that users that tweet very much (\( \geq 400 \)) and that have abnormal small and dense matrices are users that generate automatically their content such as services providing regularly news from their website using a few templates to generate their tweets. For example a web dictionary that would tweet "The word FOO has been defined, check out http://mydict/FOO" each time a new word is defined, it would be affected a small and dense matrix. Consequently one could use the deviation to the average of the co-occurrence matrix in order to detect spam and automatically generated content.

Definition 1 (Jensen-Shannon Divergence) For two discrete probabilities \( P \) and \( Q \), the Jensen-Shannon
to compute a compact footprint of this graph, extracted from the user’s tweets. We then require a directed weighted graph, whose vertices are terms that can have his/her profile modeled as an undirected graph. An important review and some approaches on hashing user profiles, and can also be highly prone to be inserted in a Map/Reduce implementation [9].

We found a representative hash function of our user profile modeled as a graph a terms. An important review and some approaches on hashing graphs can be found in [31]. [6] proposed SimHash, a hash function for generating a footprint out of a graph. SimHash can be applied to any kind of resource (document, images . . . ), and in our case a graph.

In SimHash, the resource, usually a document, is splitted into token, possibly weighted. Each token is then represented as its hash value, as the result of a traditional cryptographic function applied to the token, which is originally a string. Then, a vector V, of length of the desired hash size, is initialized to 0. For each hash value for the set of tokens, the i
th
 element of V is decreased by the corresponding token’s weight if the i
th
 bit of the hash value is 0. Otherwise, the i
th
 element of V is increased by the corresponding token’s weight. Figure 3 depicts an example of SimHash for three tokens. SimHash works well even for small fingerprints [6], and was historically applied to the detection of near-duplicates of web crawl graphs.

We use SimHash to compute binary user profiles by hashing graph of terms with the following settings:

- As SimHash features : the set of edges and vertices of the graph of terms.
- As Simhash edges weights : the normalized Jensen-Shannon divergence values, which is the edge’s weight.

Nodes and edges must be manipulated as a bit array in SimHash. The hash values, depending on the hash function used are very compact. For example, with the MD5 algorithm, user profiles are 128 bits long, thus allowing to store 64 millions profiles in 1GB. Using MD5, it allows us to manage 820 billions profiles with a collision probability around 10
−15
. We tested several hash functions, as presented in our evaluation in the next section.

Finding users to recommend is thus solved as getting the top-k closest hashed profiles using a Hamming distance, which has the property to be rapidly computed and easily parallelizable.

divergence is given by the following formula :

\[ JSD(P||Q) = \log(2) + \frac{1}{2}(D(P|M) + D(P||M)) \]

where \( M = \frac{1}{2}(P + Q) \), and D is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. The Jensen-Shannon divergence is comprised between 0 and 1 : 0 \leq JSD(P||Q) \leq 1.

**Corollary 1 (Metric) The square root of the Jensen-Shannon Divergence is a metric [13].**

**Optimization** To speed-up the graph computation, it is possible to take advantage of the fact that the square root of the JS divergence is a metric (Corollary 1). Considering geometrically the relations between three points a, b, c where the distance between a and b and between b and c are known, it is possible to obtain an upper bound for the distance between a and c. Since the square root of Jensen-Shannon is a metric, it verifies the triangle inequality i.e. \(|a, c| \leq |a, b| + |b, c|\). Considering the fact that we discard distances inferior to a given threshold, we can use the upper bound from the triangle inequality to know without calculating if the distance will be sufficient. If the upper bound is smaller than the threshold, then calculating the distance would be superfluous. In the worst case, if all the distances are over the threshold then the gain is null. In the best case, the two third of the distances helped to avoid the computation of the last third. Thus the maximum reduction is of \(N/3\) operations. In practice, we observed a gain around 8\%, which is not to be neglected when dealing with large amount of data.

### 3.2. Hashing user profiles and distance between profiles

Using the technique presented before, each user can have his/her profile modeled as an undirected weighted graph, whose vertices are terms extracted from the user’s tweets. We then require to compute a compact footprint of this graph, that can be used for both storage and comparison.

We have investigated different options to encode a graph as a bit array, so that the Hamming distance could be used as a similarity metric between user profiles, and can also be highly prone to be inserted in a Map/Reduce implementation [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sparsity Average</th>
<th>0.075</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sparsity standard derivation</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sparsity of the co-occurrence matrix - Based on our tweets dataset</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Hash Database

Retrieving top-k related profiles efficiently is the key to obtain great performance on the overall system. In this section we detail the architecture design and implementation details of the internal database.

The database stores key/value pairs, where the key is the hash of the profile and the value is the Twitter username related to the hash. The database offers two methods:

- **Push(hash/username)**: this method adds a new pair into the database.
- **TopK(hash,k)**: this method retrieves the top-k profiles for a given hash. This hash is called the query.

To compute the top-k method, the system must scan the entire database to compute distances between the query and all the elements in the database. To perform this operation efficiently, we store the hashes into a flat array of N-bits objects – N is the number of bits of a hash. Each hash is identified by its index in the array and Twitter username are stored in a dictionary that maps username to index in the array. Using a flat array to store hashes allows to take advantage of locality of reference while scanning the data. This enables the hardware prefetcher to perform optimally, fetching in advances the next hashes to store them in the CPU cache [12]. For large number of hashes, we can split the array to parallelize the operation.

After the distance computation, the top-k values are retained, these values are the indices of the k closest hashes in terms of Hamming distance. Finally, the list of top-k usernames is built looking up the dictionary.

### 4.1. Storing distance

Computing the distance between two hashes is a very fast operation using modern computers intrinsics. For each comparison query/i-th hash, the result is a pair of key/value, where the key is the distance and the value is the index of the hash in the database. A naive approach is to store these key/value and to extract the top-k once the computation of distance between query and hashes is terminated.

To improve performance, we propose an alternative design. Our idea is based upon a practical observation: On one hand, the number of bits N of a single hash is small (i.e. \( N \leq 1024 \)), therefore the distance between two requires \( \log_2(N) \) to be stored. On modern 64-bit architecture, most of the bits would be unused: \( \log_2(1024) = 10 \). On the other hand, the database is unlikely to store \( 2^{64} \) = 18 quintillion profiles. Since there are only 7 billion people on the planet (even with multiple ac-
counts). For instance, on 1024-bit hashes, we can use 10 bits to store the distance between hashes and the rest 54 bits to store the index of documents. \(2^{54} = 18\) million billions, is largely sufficient as an address space.

Thus, we split the 64-bit of a single word into two parts: \(\log_2(N)\) most significant bits to store the distance and the remaining \(A = 64 - \log_2(N)\) as an address space.

Figure 4 shows an example of such a storage of distance/adressing into a single word.

### 4.2. Older vs Newer first

While comparing distance for top-k retrieval using our single word storage system, we introduced de facto a secondary order. The first ordering takes place on distance, which is stored on the most significant bits. The second ordering is on the index of the nodes. For instance, we continue the example presented in Figure 4. Let admit the 82818th hash also has a Hamming distance of 5 and there are already \(k\) values into the top-k datastructure and 5 is the highest distance among these values. When the distance with the 82818th is computed, the result of the comparison distance will be higher than the one of the previous hash, due to the index. As a consequence, this approach will favor (at equal distance) older results.

To circumvent this issue and to offer the choice to favor the newer result, we introduce a modification into the storage system. So that the last shall be the first, we change the encoding of the index.

We use the two’s complementary of the bitarray representing the adress. Thus, small number become large and vice versa. To compute this complementary value, we compute a AND operation between the adress and a mask with the \(A\) least significant digits set to 1.

### 4.3. Top-k datastructure

We consider two methods for the top-k retrieval. The first method is store all the distances between the query and the hashes into a list, to sort this list and retain the \(k\) first values. The second method uses a Min-Max Heap [2]. This structure is a double-ended priority queue. It allows to find the min and max value in constant time, while insert and delete min/max are performed in logarithmic time.

### 4.4. Field testing

To determine the performance of our system, we evaluated our hash database with both top-k datastructure. The database is implemented in Java, we used Google Guava’s double-ended priority queue implementation 4.

Array list based structure was implemented by us. To harness the performance of the structure, we proceed to a battery of tests. For each test, we

---

4[http://docs.guava-libraries.googlecode.com/git/javadoc/com/google/common/collect/MinMaxPriorityQueue.html]
populate the database with \( n \) items – ranging from 1000 to 1 million. We query 10 times the database for top-k values on against a random query. The parameter \( k \) varies from 5 to 500.

The results of the tests are depicted in Figure 5. The value of \( k \) has naturally no influence on the array list approach. The influence on the Min-Max Heap is more important, especially when the number of items is large. On pure running time, to our surprise, the simplest solution, the array list, with the worst theoretical complexity, consistently presents the best performance. It outperforms the Min-Max Heap by a factor 10 for 1 million items.

5. Implementation

We implemented our prototype in the Java language. To represent the binary signatures we extended the BitSet class to fix the length of the signature. Computing the Hamming distance for large dataset on modern processors can be achieved using very fast processor intrinsics.

To compute the Hamming distance between two binaries signatures, one simply \( \text{XOR} \) the two bitsets and count the bits set to one in the resulting bitset.

In the CPU instruction set Streaming SIMD Extensions 4.2 \(^5\), the instruction POPCNT allows to count the number of bits set to one in a word. All the tests conducted in this paper were done on a Intel core i7-3720QM implementing SSE 4.2. We ensured that the assembly generated by the Hotspot JVM used intrinsics for Hamming distance computation.

6. Experimental results

6.1. Building dataset

Twitter users share messages called tweets that are limited to 140 characters. Using the public API of Twitter it is possible to retrieve tweets of any user that has not set its profile private (which is in practice very rare). A user’s sequence of tweets is commonly called the user’s timeline. To create a user’s profile, one could choose either to retrieve all the tweets from the timeline or to select a subset from this timeline. A common intuition is that all the tweets, especially the very old ones may not be of great interest, then selecting a subset would be appropriate. To ensure our choice, and in order to determine the most interesting subset, we conducted some tests on our dataset. In case of analyzing a subset, we then have to determine how to limit this subset: should it be time limited or bounded by a number of tweets.

We first crawled up to 1K tweets for 5K users. We then analyzed how many tweets users actually wrote, and their distribution among time. Table 5 presents some basic analysis of the collected dataset.

Average tweets per user $\approx 120$
Standard deviation of tweets per user $\approx 212$
Average interval between two tweets $\approx 6$ days
Standard deviation between two tweets $\approx 240$ days

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>Tweets distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Distribution over time is biased by numbers of accounts that produced a few tweets at account creation and later remain unused. However, the distribution over time is not a very precise indicator. There is a very broad range of usage patterns. One may tweet regularly whereas one other may tweet once in a while. Therefore, it is very difficult to setup a relevant time window.

The average tweets number per user is surprisingly low on the sample, however, the standard deviation being higher than the mean is an indicator of high volatility of the measure.

Figure 6 presents the distribution of users whose number of tweets is comprised into intervals. The distribution of the users appears to be a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. This similarity is confirmed by looking at the cumulative distribution depicted in Figure 7. The cumulative distribution is indeed a square root distribution (Table 7).

Fig. 7. Percentage of users having less than a given number of tweets

The spatial distribution of the graphs in a scatter plot is given in Figure 8.

The volatility of the results shows that once again it is hard to decide whether we should limit the subset on a temporal or on a numerical basis. Since a decision had to be made, our choice went to a numerical basis, for the simplicity and stability of data harvest. From the cumulative results, we were able to select the number of tweets per user to extract, in order to cover the largest set of users. Technically, the Twitter API provides 200 tweets per page. That’s why we splitted into interval of 200 tweets – we present the distribution in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6</th>
<th>Percentage of users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>92.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>95.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>96.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Requests to the Twitter API are limited and time-costly. Since the gain between 600 and 800 is less than 1%, we decided to set the limit at 600 tweets per user, which seemed to us to be an acceptable trade-off.

We then gathered about 1 million tweets for around 25K users. The tweets are stored on a three
machines Cassandra-cluster\textsuperscript{6}. Due to the current Twitter’s terms of services we are unfortunately not able to publicly provide this dataset.

6.2. Runtime and Quality

We compared our approach against standard Vector Space Model approach. For this purpose, we implemented our solution in Java without any particular optimisation. As a baseline we used the Lucene\textsuperscript{7} based TF/IDF vectors with the cosine similarity.

Although containing only 25K Twitter users, our dataset contain more than one million terms in the Lucene index, therefore the curse of dimension would have disastrous consequence on cosine similarity computation with such high dimensional vectors. Therefore, we precomputed TF/IDF vectors for various number of frequent terms, we also precomputed hashes using our approach with three cryptographic hash methods: MD5, SHA-256 and SHA-512. Precomputation time are depicted in figure 10. The difference of precomputation time for 25K users between TF/IDF and our approach HashGraph (20 seconds vs 110 seconds) could be overcomed by implementation optimisation. One should not forget that we compare an optimized, in-production solution (Lucene) with a research prototype. This difference should not obscure that the average time required to precompute a binary user profile is only 5 milliseconds and could be reduced with an optimized implementation.

The running times for the four methods are shown in figure 9. The x axis shows the number of distance comparisons performed. The slight decrease at the beginning of the HashGraph curves is counter-intuitive and is to our opinion, to be attributed to the Java JIT compiler warm up phenomenon.

The HashGraph algorithm clearly outperforms the cosine similarity by three orders of magnitude. For instance, to compute 10 millions comparisons between profiles, the cosine similarity requires 150 seconds, while HashGraphMD5 requires only 253 milliseconds. As one would expect from simple complexity analysis, the running time grows linearly in the number of comparison for both methods.

The computation time for comparisons does not grow linearly for 128, 256 and 512 bits. This is mainly due to prefetching and caching effects of the processor. Since we traverse linearly memory blocks containing the binary footprints, the memory access pattern is easy to detect for the processor, thus enhancing global performance.

![Fig. 9. User profiles distance : running time of TF/IDF and HashGraph](image)

To determine the quality of our approach against the baseline, we use the standard root-mean-square error (RMSE) on pairwise distances between users on the dataset. The distance between two users \( u_i, u_j \) in the baseline is the standard cosine similarity denoted \( \cos(u_i, u_j) \). Let \( v_i, v_j \) being two TF/IDF vectors representing users \( u_i \) and \( u_j \). The similarity is defined as follows:

\[
\text{sim}(u_i, u_j) = \frac{v_i \times v_j}{||v_i|| \times ||v_j||}
\]

The distance between two hashes is the normalized version of the standard hamming distance.

We computed the precision on the set of users using the following RMSE:

\[
1 - \sqrt{\frac{1}{N \times N} \sum_{i=0}^{N} \sum_{j=i}^{N} (\text{sim}(u_i, u_j) - \text{hamming}(u_i, u_j))^2}
\]
7. Conclusion

In this paper we presented HashGraph, a global system for real-time Twitter user recommendation. We built compact binary user profile using tweet contents. For this purpose, we used the graph derived from the terms cooccurrence matrix as input for SimHash. We use a dedicated optimized hash database to perform efficient top-k retrieval. The computed precision in this paper allows us to conclude that the results obtained with HashGraph are coherent with state of the art content based user profile. Our system is orders of magnitude faster than the baseline, and is suitable for real-time recommendation.

Further research will aim to determine the perceived quality of recommendation through user evaluation, as well as enhancing the descriptive power of our approach by focusing on the design of a dedicated family of hash functions that should provide better semantic distance preservation than the currently used cryptographic functions.
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